EASY TO CHOOSE, EASY TO USE –

THE NEW SILKOLENE
SMALL PACKS
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 New design with clearly structured labels

 Updated, premium look and feel

EASY TO USE
 Redesigned bottle offers improved ergonomics
 Easier pouring due to refined neck design, improved
grip area on 1L bottles
 New tamper-resistant screw cap
 4L Lube Cube integral handle and anti-glug pour

EASY ON THE
ENVIRONMENT
 100% recyclable 4L Lube Cube
 New bottles made from 30% Recycled material
 Improved residual emptying
 CO2-neutral production

The range of lubricants available for today’s motorcyclists is extensive and can
be difficult to understand. That‘s why we have made sure that our re-designed
SILKOLENE packs mean choosing the right product from the UK’s favourite
motorcycle lubricant brand has never been easier. Our clear & defined colour
label system directs you quickly to the right product. From scooter rider to
classic enthusiast or commuter to all-out racer, you can easily find the very best
SILKOLENE product to meet your exact needs.
Based on extensive consumer feedback, our new bottles feature an enhanced
ergonomic design to offer improved weight distribution, making them easier
to use. The new optimised bottle has a larger & extended neck to ensure a
smoother pour, and with a tamper-resistant screw cap, you can always be
assured it is your favourite SILKOLENE product inside.
Our industry-leading Lube Cube has also been updated with our new labels
and colourways, and now features new ‘how to use’ guidelines with clear ‘push
through’ markings on the top. The SILKOLENE Lube Cubes are vacuum-sealed
allowing for a smooth pour without any glug, making them easier to use than
ever before.
Using your favourite lubricant now also means you can make a positive impact
on your environment. The new SILKOLENE bottles are made with 30% recycled
plastic (PCR) and our ground-breaking 4L Lube Cubes continue to lead the race
in sustainability by being 100% recyclable. All our new small-packs help reduce
our/your carbon footprint whilst maximising the performance that you expect
when using SILKOLENE products.
Proudly made in the UK, SILKOLENE products are 100% dedicated for use in
powered two-wheel applications. With our race-led R&D and continuous
product development you can be assured that when choosing SILKOLENE,
you are using the best products for your pride and joy.
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Easy to choose:
Find the right oil for
your engine here!
silkolene.com
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 Easy to choose thanks to images, pictograms and
lubricant quality categories

